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New Moon in Libra Thursday October 19 3:13 PM 2017 EST
Mars ingress Libra Sunday October 22nd 6:30 PM

Sun ingress Scorpio Monday October 23rd 1:28 AM
Full Moon in Taurus Saturday November 4th 1:24 AM

Mercury ingress Sagittarius Friday November 5th 2:20 PM
Venus ingress Scorpio Tuesday November 7th 6:40 AM
Uranus trine Saturn Saturday November 11th 4:46 AM

Neptune retrograde in Pisces throughout cycle
Uranus retrograde in Aries throughout cycle

Next new Moon in Scorpio Thursday November 18th 6:43 AM EST



Pathfinder Report is a new Moon Astrology report intended to assist in

advancing personal significance, equality, and sovereignty through self

observation and admission. The report assumes "you create your own reality"

an unequivocal fact, at times referred to as

“the perfection premise".

New Moon Alignments
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New Moon Uranus
New Moon Chiron
Ceres Pallas Athena
Vesta Pluto
Uranus Chiron

(Libra) retrograde (Aries)
(Libra) retrograde (Pisces)

(Leo) retrograde (Taurus)
(Libra) (Capricorn)

retrograde (Aries) retrograde (Pisces)

opposite
quincunx

square
square

semi-sextile

F
or many it will be critical that they accept their partnership as it is showing the individual
aspects of themselves they would not normally see. Projection and blame will lead to a
breaking free of a partnership however is this the best thing? For some cases perhaps it is,

yet the need to understand why there was an a agreement behind the partnership in the first place
remains an important thing to know. Also the events affecting partnership challenges can be so
sudden and unexpected that it may not even include projection and blame, some other
mechanism can lead to sudden break up. A year of optimistically creating or involving one's self
in relationships has just occurred. Many of these relationships will be challenged and there will
be those relationships which are now understood to be not functional. Or it may now be
concluded a relationship was not what one initially hoped for. Of course there will be those
relationships which will be sustained. Relationships will carry on because the individuals
involved moved beyond the initial infatuation, they mutually took their companionship to the
next level. Public reputation and feeling socially significant have been major issues for many
during this time, and will remain in the future for some time yet. Beliefs related to these concerns
may have had to been looked at. The new Moon in Libra will bring forward beliefs related to
reliance on another. Ideally the individual will understand their partner or companion is in some
way a reflection of themselves. An ability to pay attention to one's energy level in relation to a
partnership dynamic can bring much clarity as to why they are in a particular relationship. One's
ability to independently go after things they want can be related to the quality of harmony and
acceptance in a partnership.
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In order for a parent to maintain respect and admiration they will have to deal with a practical
matter. Could be connected with security comfort and some survival type issue. The leader or
person who is influential is called to solve a riddle of some sort. They will feel dedicated to the
challenge as they are inclined to be a sort of way shower or caretaker as demonstrated by their
past actions. Now however they need to deal with a physical reality dilemma. A solution is
possible yet will likely require a diplomatic strategy.

It can be increasingly important for some to achieve greater and greater financial success. A shift
from finding the right people to work with to getting partnerships with these people to produce
fruitful dividends may be stirring. Some can become possessed by the enticing and tempting
opportunity to get ahead in a big big way. Those who are typically greedy can be particularly
affected however it is not at the exclusion of those who yearn for material success in a non-
selfish fair way. Ideally the best arrangements will be win win situation. Some who are typical
content can become enthusiastic about their opportunities to get ahead in a monetary way. Things
can work out in a positive and lucrative way however the individual must not be blinded by the
idea of expanding wealth and instead be prudent and clear as to what they are doing. It stands to
reason that those who are well experienced will have a better chance at finding workable realistic
opportunities. A simple formula to expedite opportunities which can work for everything is to
know the outcome of one's desire and feel it's reality as if it is occurring now. Combined with
careful planning and diligent investigation an opportunity to reach and pass future goals can
occur in the next year. An ability to reclaim one's security and sustain this for sometime can be
brought into manifestation between now and this time next year. The following Moon cycle in
Scorpio will also be prime in beginning and launching careful yet optimistic ideas.

***

Sun Sign
With this Moon cycle beginning in Libra the focus will be on trusting and valuing spontaneous
harmony with another. The current report, including the fourteen period cycle below, is scripted
from the perspective of recognizing remembering and choosing harmony with another
spontaneously in the moment. Such experience supports powerful relationships which resonate
toward balance and harmony in all portions of life. An evolution of self awareness occurs as this
area of harmony and balance is noticed and valued. Those born under the Sun sign Libra have a
natural propensity to harmony and balance. Not to exclude others as we all have Libra
somewhere in our personal astrology charts. Here is a simplified list intended to indicate where
each Sun sign would experience a cherishing of harmony in a natural way. There are many
accents in each personal astrology chart where an individual's energy will be characterized by an
apparent alternate Sun sign, as in being their Moon sign. In these cases we will see personal
alignments which support a deviation of one's will from their highest order. The intention here is
to clarify the basic inclination toward spontaneous harmony of each Sun sign and thus create
added meaning to the content of the report. These can also serve as healthy intentions.
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I experience harmony with others by...

Virgo:

Leo:

Cancer:

Gemini:

Taurus:

Aries:

Pisces:

Aquarius:

Capricorn:

Sagittarius:

Scorpio:

paying attention to the security and comfort my relationships allow me to experience.

how I choose to communicate and share ideas.

understanding how my feelings about relationship experiences imply self definition.

enjoying a spontaneous moment with another.

being self responsible in my relating experiences.

trusting and responding within the spontaneous moment with another.

allowing my partnerships to lead me somewhere special.

discovering how joy of sharing with another leads me to an expanded awareness.

enjoying my work and experiencing the spontaneous sharing I experience with the
public.

being connected and conversational when interacting socially.

knowing and accepting that the quality of harmony I experience is in resonance with a
vast social network.

***

Birthdays

The Birthdays section is a list of birthdays which are being strongly affected by current
astrological alignments. If a birthday is not listed here it doesn't mean that a person is not
experiencing significant astrological influences which are dynamically paralleling life changes.
After all we are experiencing tremendous Earth changes now, nobody is excluded. The people
who do have these birth dates are being strongly influenced now and are likely experiencing life
altering dynamics. In some cases great opportunities are occurring and in others great challenges
are brought forward. Since all challenges can be re-framed as opportunities all those who have
these birthdays are experiencing great live changing opportunities. If a birthday is just a day or
so previous to the listed date then the person has recently experienced a major change. Due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the change is not necessarily complete, it may return. If a
birthday follows a date listed the person will soon experience a major change. Again due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the person may have already begun a major change which
seems to have backed off, and will most definitely return.
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January 7th

March 2nd

March 15th & 16th

April 15 & 16th

June 14th, 15th, 16th & 17th

July 9th

September 4th & 5th

September 17th & 18th

October 18th, 19th & 20th

December 15th, 16th 17th & 18th

***

The Pathfinder Report follows the Moon through fourteen periods in 29 days beginning on

the new Moon. The Fourteen periods, or phases, follow the Moon's journey through the

entire Moon cycle. Each period will have a particular flavor or tone and is interpreted here

as a unique opportunity. The first period begins at the moment of new Moon and continues

until the Moon’s first ingress. The Moon will ingress into the next zodiac sign thirteen

times yielding fourteen unique periods. As each individual's journey and process is a

unique personal adventure this report is to be considered a generalization. In some cases

example scenarios are given to assist in providing clarity as to how specific astro

alignments may be experienced.

Fourteen Period Format

01 Thursday October 19 3:13 PM 2017 EST - new Moon in Libra
Social dynamics will interact with partnerships during this Moon cycle. In some cases this can be
challenging in others strangely supportive. During the new Moon phase the situation may be
identified or indicated in some way. Perhaps there is a sense of freedom which needs to be
understood or satisfied in order to maintain a partnership. The will or desire of an individual can
challenge a relationship dynamic if their individual freedom is considered to be more important
than their relationship agenda. Ideally the individual will have their cake and eat it too, meaning
their individualized sense of freedom will support and strengthen their partnership experience.
For the ego it will be based on what makes the most logical sense. Decisions based upon one's
sense of logic, which is indicative of beliefs, can potentially break up a partnership. It is not the
ego alone, however this is the way it can seem. As in thinking "the logical thing to do is ...
whatever". Partnerships will be checked against or tested for their social value in some way. For
some their self esteem, specifically their social confidence, will be connected with their current
partnership choices. Being a who's who, being what is believed to be standout social person, can
bring some to emotional experiences and social interactions which reveal their beliefs. Many
beliefs may be hidden or unknown to the individual. It is this type of belief which can lead to
some partnership dynamic or social dynamic which faces off one's independence against either
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their social dynamic or their relationship dynamic. As a positive partnership experience,
combined energy can influence a wave of influence which others feel as an opportunity to taste
freedom.

Partnership dynamics can increase as concerns regarding property or values, which are somewhat
substantial, is suddenly really important. Control or even secrecy can also become concerns.
Ideally the concern and mutual support for one another will bring wonderful experiences, this
can occur as well. In someway the depth of ones passion will be felt. It can be a sensual
experience or it can be a monetary experience, or both. Jupiter now transiting Scorpio will shift
interest to these sort of things. Since October 10th a growing interest in property value, money,
or anything which is known to effect or control security of self and or others will be increasingly
interesting. This will carry on for the next year. During this Moon Scorpio transit things can
begin yet it is good to know that this focus on values like money and property will be flashing
ideas and action until this time next year. The Sun continues to be in opposition with Uranus in
Aries. Sudden partnership challenges can occur. Social status or one's sense of human rights can
be the spark which lights a bigger fire. This has been going on for several years, this social
opinion and social rights thing. The difference here is how it can rock a specific partnership. And
now with the increased Scorpio focus it can become about security home and comfort. Being
able to communicate and work together in a relationship is valuable now, to be motivated, to be
supportive of our partner, can be really big. We can feel the challenge as perhaps some old fear
concerning survival returns now. Which can be good because when we are shown our unresolved
buried stuff we can make an astute decision to do something about it, we can choose to deal with
it. An expedition into the depths of one's emotional character can begin. Some may be excited
with this opportunity to dive deep into their feelings, intending to expand upon their passions and
their understandings as to what really motivates them. Many can have a dramatic upswing in
their sensual interest and experience as well.

The typical things one does in their day may be affected by partnership agenda and concerns.
Whether it's talking to someone or sharing ideas, or doing typical errands, a feeling that things
need to be done in a certain way persists. A matter of being okay with one's public image may be
connected to partnership dynamics. The many things that we feel we need to or want to do right
now can in some way be triggered by or responding to our sensuality. It can be anything from
sexual experiences, to gathering and counting one's money, to eating one's favorite foods. These
passions will typically be partnership type experiences. An individual's unique passion can feel
like it is connected to both their partnership and their public image. Ongoing rules as to what is
acceptable in these areas can also be once again revisited. Since Saturn's Sagittarius ingress back
in September 2015 there has been an attempt to organize one's activities, especially those work
related. It may be another who takes on the role of boss yet the end result is there are rules to
follow. As such objection can be experienced when talking freely or when dealing with work
related issues. Some may be taking public related agendas and their image very seriously. The
changes coming in now with this new Moon cycle and with this Moon ingress is the shift in
focus to material values, as in who owns what or what do we own.

02 Wednesday October 19th - Moon enters Scorpio 9:42 PM

03 Sunday October 22nd - Moon enters Sagittarius 7:58 AM

04 Wednesday October 24th - Moon enters Capricorn 8:13 PM

Mars ingress Libra Sunday October 22nd 6:30 PM
Sun ingress Scorpio Monday October 23rd 1:28 AM
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Partnerships that feel like they have a purpose, as in a social or public responsibility, can be
affected by this Moon ingress. A need to deal with changing social or community infrastructure
for example can be important. Some may feel a sense of panic as if they are getting behind
schedule. There is no doubt about it our entire planet, in terms of how things function, the
systems and infrastructure which allows or facilitates functionality, is currently in a state of
reconstruction. The individual can experience this as a sense of urgency at times especially if it
puts stress on their relationship and the security believed to be necessary to allow their
relationship to exist. This has been an ongoing individual concern yet now can be playing itself
off against partnership concerns. The factor which will grow now and during the next twelve
month period concerns monetary values. As partnerships become significant because of the
security it offers them the dynamic between partnership individuals can take on financial
concerns. Ways to work together and create advantage is also there and this will happen when
those involved are inspired and excited with discovering new success scenarios. Those who work
well together in partnerships can hatch some ideas and plans which can potentially take
advantage of the changing dynamics occurring on grander levels. You can feel this now as
sharing is emotionally explored, and it is not limited to financial interests.

Partnership relationships can open up a whole new world for the individual's involved.
Individual's who are happy in their relationships get to feel a rendezvous with freedom as they
entertain ideas and notions not bounded by limited beliefs. The degree to which this can visit a
partnership may very yet when it does it is a fun and wonderful thing. The restriction limiting
access to feeling such freedom at this particular time is ideas or beliefs which support elitism.
Elitism refers to social groups that agree upon accepting particular beliefs which are core to their
community. Typically this will be connected to a historic figure or an individual who was famous
and admired greately and as such generated followers. The core belief of the group can also be
connected to an archetype character which culturally is considered admirable. These sorts of
beliefs can potentially make it difficult or darn near impossible for an individual to discover their
own special unique character. However in the business of harmonious partnership this elitism
energy can be squelched or avoided as the partnership harmony is enough in itself to generate a
connection with real true freedom and all the joy that comes along with it. As the Moon transits
Aquarius things blocking the way for a relationship individual to feel a relaxed sense of freedom
can be fleshed out. An opportunity may exist where issues come up and beliefs are shown to the
individual who is holding them. Ideally this ends up releasing the individual from false worship
and returns the crown of sovereignty rightfully to their own head.

A better understanding of who we are as spiritual beings can always be beneficial. An interest in
who we are as a spiritual being having a human experience can be a good thing to explore. With
both Chiron and Neptune transiting Pisces we are in a sort of spiritual exploration time. This of
course limited to the choices and beliefs of each individual however there is most definitely a
spiritual journey unfolding for many people right now, you may have noticed this. Selfless
compassion is typically the accepted ticket to ride the Pisces love train yet there are also some
very important understandings which must be integrated. Things can get messy when clarity
about compassion is lacking within an individual's understanding. The Pisces Moon transit can
trigger emotional reactions from those who really do want to get on with their spiritual journey
yet are not doing so at the rate they truly desire. Distractions keeping one from experiencing their

05 Friday October 27th - Moon enters Aquarius 9:00 AM

06 Saturday October 29th - Moon enters Pisces 7:47 PM
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compassionate self can occur yet they may begin to generate emotional reactions. Events which
cause one to question their own sense of compassion can be fleshed out. It is up to the individual
to question beliefs which facilitate the feeling and events related to compassionate experiences. A
bigger plan may be hosting our experience, this happens all the time right? Does our life have a
divine plan? Health issues can also be triggered at this time as this what it takes to get the
individual to be real and to avoid over indulgence in delusion and fantasy. And so the big sorting
out is what is spiritually significant and what is delusion?

Harmonious partnerships affect individuals in nice ways. An increase in action energy for an
individual involved in such a partnership is typical. If on the other hand an individual is feeling
exhausted they may be having a partnership hiccup. Mars now transiting Libra, as of October
22nd, will again add strength and action energy as a benefit or an enhancement to a partnership
experience. It is a good thing when an individual can be just that, an individual, and yet at the
same time have a harmonious happy partnership experience. Ideally the individual will notice
how their partner is a reflection of themselves in some special way. In the meantime those who
are in a big hurry and can't seem to slow down, they may be experiencing partnership anxiety.
Some came be aggressive in a not so harmonious way, impatient and quickly reactionary. Being
spontaneous in a harmonious way however means their is a core or fundamental congruency with
the individual in their awareness and in their beliefs. Social dynamics can also be in the mix here
as there has been an aggression by individuals who's energy pools together as a result of feeling
socially squelched. Many have been rebelling and marching in the streets for a few years now.
Social freedom may be healed by one's harmonious partnership experience however. This
happens because the individual's thoughts are tuned to harmony in their relations and there is less
time regurgitating false social information, as in "fake news".

07 Monday November 1st - Moon enters Aries 2:44 AM

08 Wednesday November 3rd - Moon enters Taurus 5:47 AM

09 Friday November 5th - Moon enters Gemini 5:27 AM

An individual's security comes into focus. Whether it's a seeming chance to get ahead via some
shared plan or an idea one has on their own an opportunity to move forward with some kind of
practical investment is the theme of one's concern. An ongoing plan for example may now be
looked at in terms of one's own fortune as opposed to being considered in terms of how others
benefit. A group function or effort can be less enthusiastically embraced if one's own needs
become clearly known. The full Moon can bring this emotional dynamic to a head, once it passes
a feeling that partnership is the desired way can return. A need to assist a family member may be
felt by those who are nurturing by nature. A plan which includes simple practical steps can be
reviewed so that it is still confidently known as being sound. Some may need to get back to
basics or back to the beginning of a plan just for a moment or two as their personal foundation
may feel like current dynamics are wiping it away. Some leaders or bosses may be now
considering allowing others they work with to have a say in the rules. Some social dynamics may
actually call for this. Since Uranus is involved things can happen suddenly and when least
expected. This is a good time for those involved in an active partnership plan to consider how the
plan is mutually beneficial and is an advantage to each individually.

Reactions to words, possible rules, may increase as the Moon transits Gemini. Conversation may

Full Moon in Taurus Saturday November 4th 1:24 AM

Mercury ingress Sagittarius Friday November 5th 2:20 PM
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be directed toward actions which are either occurring or in a preparation phase. Or at least this is
what some would prefer. Also considered are the ups and downs to rules and boundaries. How
strategies benefit from rules can become a conversation topic. Admitting fault, when appropriate,
may help one to see how a misinterpretation is causing a failure to communicate. Some may
insist ideas and conversation remain consistent with a cause. Either way the difficulties in
sharing ideas may be apparent. There can be concerns about finances or concerns as to who
controls what. Realizations which free one from so called social ideals and changing social
values can occur as the individual continues to align themself with new a sense of personal
sovereignty. As such there are many social ideas, social models, which must be left behind as self
admiration continues to be felt as a more fulfilling development. Sometimes a person doesn't like
what they hear, or they assume something is meant by another's words, yet really such an
individual is being given an opportunity to evolve themselves in self awareness. There is likely a
belief which must be examined if indeed the individual is easily triggered by the words of others.

Partnership teams may be enjoying an increase in energy, actions taken somehow reflect the
harmony in the relationship. Business or work related partnerships can be more intense. An
added sensitivity as to how a business partnership agrees to deal with customers or how to
understand their combined public value can create opportunities to understand and feel important
details related to the effectiveness of their work. Ideas thoughts and current understandings about
resources and values, money and property, can potentially cause concern. To plan ahead is
typically a good strategy. If there are growing concerns over one's monetary value realize that
this will be changing and developing over the next year. For now there is an increase in
sensitivity as typical to when the Moon transits Cancer. There are far reaching huge changes
going on affecting the infrastructure of social processes, the mechanics of communities and their
correlating governing bodies, everything is being affected and changes are underway. This is a
non-stoppable phenomenon, at least to powers who believe they run our world. Individual
evolution will however trump their agenda when necessary yet the individual must accept their
vulnerability as their ally and bring harmony to them self as a first priority.

Pride can typically be a concern whenever the Moon transits Leo. Being noble and respected
may be more expected by some than others. The measuring mechanics which determine who's
who, as in who is important and who is not, is being adjusted. Those who require validation from
others will be more affected however there may still be beliefs held by the individual which
affect how they feel about social acceptance. This also can be exploited by the Leo Moon. Social
status, or at least how it is assumed to be understood in the minds of the public, is likely
changing. Some will be called to play out their past beliefs so that they can align with a belief
which in their past affected their choices. If, the hidden belief, is still affecting choices, it is just
that it is crafted into a routine developed over years. People develop ways to do things which
may seem to soften the blows, speaking of emotional trauma, yet the real issue the core or seed
belief must be revisited if the individual is to develop their awareness. It seems people are
always working their karma whether they want to or not or whether they believe they are or not.
An individual can not escape their divine plan no matter how deeply they imprison themselves in
denial. Self admiration is the by-product of self acceptance, which is the by-product of self love.
The big opportunity of a Leo Moon is the busting of external validation. The Moon can trigger

10 Sunday November 7th - Moon enters Cancer 5:46 AM

11 Tuesday November 9th - Moon enters Leo 7:30 AM

Venus ingress Scorpio Tuesday November 7th 6:40 AM
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and identify the need for an individual to seek external validation yet it is the individual's
awareness to examine and discover the root belief they are reacting to which is required to free
them from denial and limitation.

Those who seek acknowledge or approval from a partner or would be partner can find big
change. A dramatic restructuring affecting typical methods by which attention is secured can be
occurring. Those who seek relationship partners as a regular thing may be faced with a challenge
which will completely alter their future. Some past methods of finding a partner may no longer
be available as there is a major shift in what one is looking for in a partner. Much thinking and
considering is done such that an acceptable rationalization can be found in regards to partnership
harmony. In the meantime harmonious partnerships already in place may be experiencing an
increase in actions where each is involved. A desire to share and experience things together can
satisfy some sensual preference. Either way the logic behind a relationship may be looked at. In
some cases an increasing inclination to be critical with detail can develop as the why and where
we are going questions need answers. This Moon cycle and this period are good times to
examine what one believes about who they are socially. Some partnership dynamics may be
better understood from this perspective. Social ideals and character archetypes may need to be
shifted, dropped or replaced. These shifting ideals may affect partnership dynamics. As the
desires and ideals concerning what is desired in a partnership experience shift so to does the
individual's perspective shift in their understanding as to what truly makes them happy.

Those who are in charge of agendas can be quite unpredictable. Bosses may seem strange and
even weird as their new suggestions are not at all typical. A plan can be suddenly brought
forward and the actions divided up among those susceptible to a particular command. Some
social rebellion is causing the rules to be changed. A need to feel and be seen as being in charge
publicly can cause sudden shifts in one's typical routine. Some commander type personality may
quickly be forced to deal with some unexpected event. There may be those who are desperately
seeking notice, seeking appreciation. A sense of panic may result as the world one was absolutely
sure of has been destroyed. This panic will be related to a lifelong pattern of seeking
acknowledgement within a partnership context. In family matters there is is a sense of noble
pride which is driving some to seek out new or better ways to be socially involved for their
family members. A family rescuer may be motivating other family members, tempting them to
reconsider social interests. Partnerships which have a solid foundation can be doing effective
things right now. An ability to complement each others actions and to share values and securities
makes for a formidable team. There may be a more than curious look at financial security
beginning to brew. This will continue to grow and so if it feels correct to investigate then it is
likely a well founded inclination.

Love for another is in some way an extension of one's own self love. A satisfaction with one's
romantic involvement can be felt. Or a feeling of longing for another can occur. A connection
with who we are as spiritual beings comes through yet the individual's localized beliefs as to
what these feelings are about can affect their experience. Emotionally reaching a compassionate
place can feel special. The Moon in Scorpio will potentially trigger concerns of how one shares
their life with others or with a specific other. We will soon have the new Moon upon us,

12 Friday November 11th - Moon enters Virgo 11:42 AM

13 Sunday November 13th - Moon enters Libra 6:27 PM

14 Tuesday November 16th - Moon enters Scorpio 3:20 AM

Uranus trine Saturn Saturday November 11th 4:46 AM
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Thursday morning, this being the beginning of a Scorpio Moon cycle, the fist since
Jupiter's recent Scorpio ingress back on October 10th. Issues involving control, security,
shared foundation, finances, these things can become prime areas of concern and interest.
Not just for the coming Moon cycle but for the next year. An optimistic idea involving the
potential aquiring of great riches can blind some and render them unable to see the whole
picture. Finding a treasure chest full of priceless jewels can happen, well not likely. Yet
some form of reaching the feeling of such an experience can realistically happen. Yet the
sustained reality of holding onto such good fortunate is another story entirely.

Next new Moon in Scorpio Thursday November 18th 6:43 AM EST

Soulstar Astrology Appointments

Soulstar Astrology readings are based on the belief that thought creates. Our experiences and
most especially our difficulties can be framed as opportunities to evolve toward one’s higher
plan. As humanity has, in the last several years and continuing now, been through identity
discernment a questioning as to where one is headed and who the self is that is headed there may
occur. The understanding of a particular identity will correlate with particular astrological
alignments and planetary placements. Personal astrology charts show us how things are
connected from a vast perspective. Knowing these connections and perspectives opens the door
for more choices. Astrology works well with dates and so consider keeping a record or make a
note of specific dates in which some major dynamic have occurred.

***

(905) 665-9000

For more info r Astrology consultations goto:rmation about Soulsta

Http://www.williamoulton.com/Soulstar/readings/freadings/freadings.php

SoulstarAstrology.com

PathfinderReport,com

Soulstar Astrology Appointments:
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Sample Intentions for
New Moon Libra

Thursday October 19 3:13 PM 2017 EST

01 I am the star of who I am.

02 My partner and I are enjoying sustained security.

03 My partner and I enjoy our social experiences.

04 I love the freedom my partnership offers me.

05 I feel inspired to share my interests with my partner.

06 I have new work related responsibilities which offer me greater rewards.

07 My partner and I look out for one another.

08 The harmony between my partner and I releases us from limitation and the bondage of
elitism.

09 I feel good about who I am and my partner agrees.

10 My partner and I enjoy a wonderful social life.

11 My body's harmony with my environment and my health are indicative of the clarity and
realism I pertain to.

12 Our harmonious partnership affects others in a nice way.

13 The more I am myself the happier my partner and I are.

14 My partner is a reflection of myself in a special way.

15 My partnership fills me with happiness and inspiration.

16 I am a good listener because I pay attention to the energy of others when they are
communicating with me.

17 Because I am a good listener I pickup on when others are serious or just playing around.

18 When in a less than agreeable situation I am quick to remember that I create my own
experiences.

19 Opportunities come to me on a regular bases.

20 My partner and I enjoy suprising each other.

21 I can feel my partnership with the spirit world.

William Oulton
October 18th  2017


